An Environment of Comfort
and Support
We provide a welcoming environment of
comfort and support so that your focus can
be where it needs to be most: on your recovery.
At Rivyve, we provide ammenities that support
the Healing of Mind, Body, and Spirit. Including:
Yoga & Meditation

Art Room

Private Gym

Onsite Chef

Comfortable Rooms

Barber Shop

If you or your loved one are ready to heal in a
supportive healing environment, call us today.

behavioral health
When your life and your recovery
need to be Rivyved, choose the
supportive environment
you deserve.
An effective, proven take on addiction
recovery, your life deserves to be Rivyved!

2150 Silver Creek Rd.
Bullhead City, AZ 86442

1.928.296.8898
info@rivyve.com

CALL NOW TO SPEAK CONFIDENTIALLY WITH
AN ADMISSIONS COORDINATOR
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

1.928.296.8898

w w w .rivyve. com

About Us
Our recovery team consists of licensed caring
professionals with decades of experience
running successful addiction recovery centers.
We have helped thousands to gain freedom
from addiction and begin new lives filled with
recovery, hope, and peace.
Addiction often has root causes in trauma and
co-occurring disorders. Our recovery team works
together to treat the addiction as well as the
underlying disorders and trauma. These can
range from depression and anxiety to post
traumatic stress disorder and more.
Treating only the addiction is merely a band-aid.
By addressing each resident’s unique challenges
we are providing the optimal opportunity to
obtain a lifestyle of recovery that lasts.
**Residents must be 18yrs or older and
capable of performing daily self-care
functions.

Licensed Caring
Professionals To Help
You Navigate Your Recovery
Our residential program and staff are fully
committed to providing the highest level of
care to our residents.
At the outset of the admissions process,
each resident is thoroughly evaluated and an
individual treatment plan is created to meet
their unique needs.
Our team of specialists provide:
24 hour/day monitoring by addiction
treatment specialists
MAT - Medically Assisted Treatment
Medication management
Individual therapy sessions
Group therapy
Evidence based therapy such as CBT
(Cognitive Behavioral Therapy)
Experiential therapy / Art therapy
Family therapy
Customized treatment goals
Relapse prevention / Life skills training
Co-dependency training

Our Unique Advantage
When creating Rivyve, we knew we wanted to
maximize our residents’ success. To accomplish
this, we have recruited top leaders to develop
and maintain a powerful culture that is deeply
rooted in the belief that what is verbally taught
is never as powerful as modeled behaviors.
With this at the forefront of Rivyve Culture, we
know that the examples of our staff on every
level will be key to the success of our residents.
Our staff are trained and supported weekly in
maintaining a life filled with healthy balance
enabling them to model key behaviors that will
help our residents in their life of sobriety.

